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Artificial intelligence (AI) can help by
providing data-driven insights, optimizing

resource allocation, and empowering
marginalized communities.  AI can also
reduce the risk of road accidents and

increase safety by notifying drivers about
traffic conditions and potential hazards in

real time. AI holds the potential to bring
about transformative advancements in

environmental data monitoring, resource
management optimization, and the
enhancement of climate resilience

strategies. 

Summary



AI is good for people in many ways ,Let’s
discuss some of them.

Travel and Transportation:  AI can scan
roads by using an advanced algorithm to

look for more efficient routes and tell you
about upcoming traffic conditions in real
time regardless of whether you are on a

bus, train, or foot.
Tackling climate change:As far as climate
change is concerned, ai deals with means

of applying advanced technology that
relies on vast data to control or stop the

spread of climate change, improve the
environment, and make the world a better

place to live.
 

 AI Good for People
with Technology



Let’s discover the uses of AI in travel and
transportation. 

Predictive Maintenance: AI plays a pivotal role
in predictive maintenance for vehicles and
infrastructure. It helps detect underlying
issues and act preemptively rather than

reactively.
Autonomous Vehicles: Tokyo can be a great

example of this vision where driverless cars
are successfully running on the road. 

Traffic Management:  To optimize traffic flow,
AI algorithms analyze real-time data from
various sources, including sensors, traffic

cameras, and GPS devices.

AI in Travel and
Transportation



As people increase their trust in AI, we
can use technology to understand climate

change and create more accurate
predictions and models. This will allow us

to better define strategies to mitigate the
worst impacts.AI can help address climate

change by examining data about
greenhouse gas emissions, weather
patterns, and other environmental

factors. This will help develop policies and
strategies to reduce emissions and

mitigate the effects of climate change.

AI in Tackling
climate change



AI can help by providing data-driven
insights, optimizing resource allocation,

and empowering marginalized
communities. For example, AI can help

identify the most vulnerable and needy
people, predict the impact of

interventions, and monitor the progress of
anti-poverty programs. How ai helpful for
people and surroundings with Technology .

AI Good for Social
Issues with Technology



The paper conducted a content analysis
and concluded that implementing AI in

poverty mapping, agriculture, education,
and finance will have a significant impact
on poverty reduction. However, the paper

did not elaborate on the AI   algorithm used
for poverty prediction.Poverty is a complex

and multidimensional problem that
requires coordinated and comprehensive
solutions. AI can help by providing data-

driven insights, optimizing resource
allocation, and empowering marginalized

communities.

AI in Poverty



AI in education is not about replacing
human teachers with humanoid robots
as teachers, but about using computer

intelligence to assist teachers and
students and make the education

system better and more effective.AI
can also help create engaging and

immersive learning experiences through
gamification, virtual reality, chatbots,

and more.

 AI in Education



If you're interested in AI and social
impact, there are many ways to get

involved. Learn about the fundamentals
of AI, its applications and impact, and
ethical and practical challenges. Join
communities and online platforms to
connect with others who share your

interests. You can also support existing
projects or start your own. 

 How to get
involved



The impact of AI on society is both
exciting and challenging. AI has the
potential to transform the way we

work, communicate, and interact with
technology, but it also raises concerns

about the displacement of jobs, bias
and discrimination, and the potential

for misuse or abuse.
Through analysis of gigantic data, AI

has the full potential of helping people
to live in a better world when climate
change is dealt with, and people are
guided on how to interact with their
surroundings and avoid engaging in
activities that contribute to climate

change.
 

 Conclusion


